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ENERGY DISTRIBUTION bF PROtONS FRCM A

TARGET BOMBARDED BY 190 MEV DEUTERONS

Warren W. Chupp, Eugene Gardner, and T. B. Tay~or

Radiation Laboratory, Department of Physics
University' of California

Berkeley) California

October 29, 1947

Abs~::.a_~.!:.

Previous experimental work by Helmholz, McMillan, and Sewell

has shown that a narrow beam of high energy neutrons is produced when

a beam of 190 Mev deuterons strikes a thin target. The mechanism for

the production of the neutrons has been discussed by Serber, who describe8

a process in which the proton in the deuteron strikes the edge of a nuclet~s

in the target and is stripped off, while the neutron misses and continues

on its way. It is to be expected that an equal number of high energy

protons are produced by stripping processes in which it is the neutron that

hits the nucleus. These high energy protons have been detected by (1) carbon

activation~ and (2) photographic plates. Both methods give energy distri-
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ENERGY OISTRiBUT!ON OF PROTONS FROM A
I . . '. I ' ,

TARGET BOMBARrmb BY 190 ~I~1V DEU1'ERoN~

Warren W. Chupp; Eugene Gardnet, and T. B. Taylor

Radiation Laboratory, Departmertt of Physics
University' of C~lifornia

Berkeley, California

October 29, 1947

1. Introduction

The r.eutrons coming from the target of the 184" Berkeley cyclotroL'". ,

have been studied experimenta"ly by Helmholz, McMillan, and Sewel12
e ~'Je

mechanism. for the producti.on of the neutrons from the deuteron beam has b",,:::, ,
,

discussed by Serbor3, who describes a process in which the proton in th3

deuteron strikes the edge of the nucleus and is stripped off, while the

neutron misses and continues on its way, It is pointed out by Serber thqt

an equal number of high energy protons are produced at the target by strippiDg

processes in which it is the neutron that hits the nucleus. The object of

the present investigation was to detect these protons and to measure their

energy distribution. Professor L. 1~. Alvarez called attention to the fact

that the magnetic field of the cyclotron provides a convenient means of

separating protons of different energies, since the radii of curvature of the

proton trajectories wUl be proportional to the momenta of the protons"

,Two different methods were used for detecting the protons: (1) carboYl

activation, and (2) photographic plates, experimentation with the two methodr

being carried on concurrently, It was found that the data could be obtained

1
W. M, Brobeck, E. O. Lawrence, et al" Phys. Rev, 11, 449 (1947)

2
A. C. Helmholz, Edwin M. McMillan, and Duane C. Sewell, Phys, Rev.
Dec. 1, 1947

3 '
R. Serber, Phys, Rev, Dec. 1, 1947
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faster and more reliably by the carbon activation filcthod, and the results from

') this method are considered to be much more accurate than those from the photo

graphic plate rttethodl The results frbm the );lhotQgraphic plate method will be

included, however, in order to cortobo¥dte ~he firidings of the carbon acti~atiorl

method and to give information which may be of interest in connection with

future applications of the photographic plate method.

,g. Carbon Activation Method
I ,

. 12. . 11It was pointed out by Professor E. M. McMillan that the reactlon C (p,pn)C

provides a convenient method of studying protons from the target, since the cross

section for this reaction is essentially constant in the range of energies from

60 Mev to at least 140 MQv4• The general arrangement of the carbon detectors in

the cyclotron is shown in Fie. 1. For each of the different radial positions

shown in the figure there were several carbon plates of dimensions 3 inches by

4 inches by 3/16 inch. The 3/16 inch dimension was in the direction of motion of

) the protons, and the plates were placed one behind anothor so that the proton

beam passed thraugh several plates in succession. Enough platos were provided so

that the plates extended approximately 2 inches beyond the calculated range of the

protons. The carbon plates were surrounded by lead plates of 1 inch thickness, and

the protons were admitted through an aperture in the lead shielding which was

1-1/2 inches high by 2 inches wide. The shielding system was extended 10 inches

in front of the carbon blocks, and at this position there was another aperture

which adrr~tted all trajectories of horizontal angle up to +. 100 which could- .
strike the 1-1/2 inch by 2 inch opening at the carbon blocks, The horizontal

angle of a trajectory refers to the horizontal angle at which the trajectory

leaves the target, the direction of the deuteron beam being taken as zero. As

shown in Fig. 1, the p~otons leaving the target describe an arc of 1500 before. .

striking the detectors. At the 1500 position, the trajectories at various hori

zontal angles do not come" together as'nicely as they do at 1800 position.

However, the 1500 position is sufficiently close

4w. W.Chupp and E. M. Mc};li1lan, Phys. Rev. Nov. 1, 1947
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to the 1800 position so that the spread in energies at the detectors is enly

) about ±9 per cent for all energios under considoration. The mhgnetic field

of the 184" cyd~dtroh is about 5 per cdh~ smaliet at a rudius of 80 inches than

at the center. In order to find the ef£oct9h the proton trajectories of this

change in magnetic field, several trajectories wero plotted graphically. The

effect of the variation in magnetic fie~d was found to be much smaller than

tho ± 9 per cent energy spread mentioned above •.

Tho activity in the carbon detoctors is a resultant of tho effects of

•protons, deuterons, and neutrons. The deuterons como from tho vicinity of the

target, whore they arescatterod from tho edge of tho doc. They can pass through

varying thicknesses of copper in the dee depending on their angle of incidence

and hence can appear at the detectors at any momontum position. At any given

detector position the deuterons have the same momentum as the protons and hence

have half the energy. Tho mothod of separating the effects of the protons,

) deuterons, and neutrons was to measure the activities of three plates at oach

dotoctor position.· One plate, at or near the position where the beam first

strikes the stack of plates, muasured the total effect of the protons plus

the deuterons plus the neutrons. Another plate, placed beyond the end of the

deuteron range but not so far along that the protons had energies less than

60 Mev, measured the effect of the protons plus the neutrons. still another

plate, placed well beyond the range of the protons, moasured the effect of

the neutrons only.

With the.detectors in place in tho cyclotron, a copper target of

thickness 1/16 inch was bombarded with 190 Mev deuterons for about 20 minutes.

The carbon plates were then removed from the vacuum.chamber, and activities

were measured. The activities wero all corrected to some one arbitrarily

chosen time after bombardment. Each plate was COl1ntod at least five times to

check the decay curve~ . Two runs were made, the socond run to obtain points

approximately midway between those of'the first. The first run showed that
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there were many deuterons present; large numbers of deuterons at the detectors

are obJectionable because of stripping of the deuterons in the detectors, with

a consequent increase in the neutron background. The deuterons were largely

removed from the region of the detectors during the second run by inserting

a C...shaped defining slot in the d<.3e 900 "ahead" of the target,. The open end

of the slot was directed toward the ion source and the horizontal arms defined

the deuteron beam to a 3 inch vertical height. This gave a 1 inch clearance

from the top and bottom of the dee. The removal of these deuterons did not

change the observed proton distribution noticeably,

The results of the activity measurements are given in Table I. The

activities in this table do not give directly the numbers of protons in the

various momentum intervals because the detectors, being of fixed height, do

not subtend the sarno vertical angl<.3s. It can be shown that the number of

protons striking an area A at the detector is proportional to AIL, where L

it is necessary to multiply the observed activities by the proton trajectory

radii, The products of the observed activities and the radii have been

plotted in Fig, 2. The data from the two runs have beon normalized to fit

on a smooth curve. Corrections for target loss have been applied to the

calculated distribution curves, as will bo explained in Section 4.

In order to be able to compare tho experimental points of Fig. 2 with

the calculated curve, we measured the proton energy at one detector position

) by means of the proton range. At the position used for the measurement, the

proton trajectory radius was 37-1/4, inches a.nd the energy was found to be

88 Mev. From the radius and the enE;lrgy, .it is possible to calculate the
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~

TABLE I
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effective magnotic field. Tho value found in this way was 14.62 kilogauss,

which corresponds very closely to the avorage of the magnetic field at the

conter of the cyclotron and the magnet~c field at 80 inches from the conter.

:2.. Photogr~hiS12-~ Method

When photographic platos 5,6wero used as detectors; tho numbers of

protons in the various momentum intervals were found by counting 'individual

tracks in tho developod plates. The plates available at the time the

experiments were done were not sensitive enough to record the high energy

portions of tho tracks, and it was necessary to slow the protons down and then- .
count the low energy ends~ We used lIfoX'd Nuclear Resoarch Plates7, type B.l.

These plates show recognizable tracks for low enorgy protons (a.g o 20 :Mev), but

for protons of energios of tho order of 100 Mev tho number of devoloped grains

per unit length of.' track is so small that the tracks get lost in the general

background of developed grains. The method of slowing the protons down to

a volocity such that, they make recognizable tracks was to allow the proton

beam to strike tho edge of a "sandwich" as shown in Fig. 3. The sandwich is

made up of two photographic platus placed emulsion to emulsion, with addition-

al glass platos placed above and bolow. 'I'ho photographic platos are wrapped

in black papor, as shown in the figure. The dimension of the platos in the

diroction of the proton boam is greator than the range of the protons, so

that the protons slow down and stop in the sandwich. It is assumed that

protons scattered out of the emulsion arc compensated for by othors scattered

in, '1'his is only approximately truo, sinco sarno protons make nuclear
-- ....... • ._....--.,_,_"""' ... _.~. = F _

5M. ~. Shapiro, Rev. Mod. Phys~ 12., 58 (1941)

6
C. F. Powell and'G. P. S~ Occhialini, ~c~e~.JbI~iq~~~fhot~~h~
(Clarendon Pross, Oxford, 1947)

7
Powell, Occhialini, Livesoy, and ChiltorJ., J. Sci. Instr• .?1, 102 (1%6)
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(). collisions in which they lose so much anergy that thoy are effectively

lost from the beam. The number of protons lost in this way would be expocted

to depend on the range, and honc0 on the energy of tho protons.

Platos to be studied undor the microscopo W(fJ;'O givon an exposure

in the cyclotron of about a half a minute, and on 'these plates only a faint

darkening was visj.ble to the naked eye. In one of tho early experiments,

a set of platos was given a much heavier exposure in order to produce a more

pronounced darkening. One of these plates is shown in Fig. h.. The dark

streak on the plate is about one inch wide, corresponding to a one inch slit

through which tho protons passod~ The streak e:x;tt;nds fOl~ about one and one half

inches from the edge of the plate and onds in a [wavily darkened region at the

position whore the protons slow down and stop. At about n. quarter of an inch,
from the edge of the plato there is an additional d[~rkening, attributed to

deuterons which wore scattored from the dee but not broken up.

Tho slit system used with tho photographic plato method is shown

in Fig~ 5. The first slits, and also the socond slits, 1"1'01'0 one half inch

wide, and the two sots were about 12 inches apart~ The photographic p1atos

were arranged in sandwiches as previouslY described" The shielding and slit

system was made of copper, shown by the shaded areas of Fig, 5~ The plates

were set at a height such that all of thorn receivod protons which left the

target at an angle of 2-1/20 down frOID the luodian plane p The photographic

plates, with their shielding and slit system, were p1n.ced in the cyGlotron in

approximately tho same position as that shOVTn in Fig. 1 for the detoctors in

the carbon activation method~

Tho low anorgy onds of the tracks are recognized under the microscope

,
J

by their closo grnin spacing, vvhich makos tho tracks appear noarly continuous"

A portion of a field of view in the region of tho lovf energy ends is shown

5,n Fig. 6. The count was IDf',de by moving tho field of view along the tracks
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/'\
') (i.e., from left to right in Fig. 6) and adding up the number of low anergy

ends which stop in the emulsion. The numbers of tracks counted are shown

in Table II. In addition to the statistical crrors1 there are also errors

arising from the fact that the observer must use his judgment in deciding

whether a track stops in the emulsion. It was assmned that the emulsion

thicknoss was the same for all of the plates, and any variation in this

thickness will introduce an error in tho measurement. In the plates which

'we usod, all of tho tracks did n.ot end at the position where the main group

of tracks ended, but a few tracks wore found at a much greater distance from

the edge of the plate. Thus tho observer had to use his judgment to decide

how much of this "tail ll to include in the Gount. The presence of this tail

is explained by assuming that some of the proton trajoctories lie partly in

the black paper or in the opeh space caused by the folds in the black paper.

the protons evidontly pass through a short section of black paper or open

space, and then through the glass part of the photographic plate, anG. then

into the ,emulsion~ ,(We realized after the eXForimonts were dono that we

should put tho paper on the outside of the entire package instead of just

around the photographic plates). Difficulties of this nature could, of courso)

be elin~natcd by placing in front of the sandwich a block of copper, or other

lI\8,torial, of such thickness that most of the proton trajectory was in the

bloc¥: and only the last little bit in the sandwich. This rofinement was

not mado in the runs from which the data of Table II were taken~ The roal

diffic~ltywith the photographic plate method as applied to this problem is

that it takes so much effort to count a large number of tracks. There is

plenty of plate area which could be usod, and more tracks would undoubtedly

be counted if thore were no o·::.her method of gotting tho inform:l·:::':i.oll. Since~

howevor;; thecal'bon activa'Gion method is able to get thousands of counts by
,

8.-qtomatic rnethods,9 it was not thought to be worth-while to spend the time



TABT~ l~

Number of Count~

Radius
(I!};~.~~~) Run 1 Run. 2

Ilc--....-",__

33~2 81

34.1 228 107

35 ..1 218 250

36,,0 240 249

36,,8 322 238

37.,8 339 270

, ) 38,,8 252 421
, .

39,,6 189 1+97

40c5 90 211

41 ..4 46 167

42 0 3 41 163

43t,2 37 78

L~,l 76

UCRL-2
Page 12
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The photographic Plate data given in Table II have been plott.ed in

Fig. 7. As in the case of the carbon activation datal the observed numbers

of counts have been multiplied by the radius. Copper targ<tswere used in both

of the runs, the thiclcness being 1/16 inch for Run 1 and 1/64 inch for Run 2.

In order that the data from the two runs could be compared with each other and

with the carbon activation data, the values from Run 2 have been adjusted on

the abscissa scale to the positions they 11fould have had if a 1/16 inch target

had been used. In Fig. '7 the photographic plate data are compared with a

calculated energy distribution which will be discussed in the next section.

The irregularities in the plotted points are attribtrted to statistical errors,

and other errors mentioned above.

At the time that the photographic plates were placed 2n the tank to

study the protons corning from the target, additional plates were placed in

positions to receive any negatively charged particles which might be coming

from the target. N'tunerous straight, parallel tracks were found in these

plates, but subsequent experimentation showed that they were not due to

particles from the target at all but were due to neutral particles corning

from the vicinity of the center of the cyclotron. The particles causing the

tracks were later identified by L. W. Alvare3 as deuterium atoms, presumably

formed by a process in which a deuteron acquires an electron near the center

of the cyclotrbn and moves outward as a neutral particle.

Calculated Momentum Distributions. t,,__ - ._
The momentum distribution calculated from the transparent model of

the stripping nucleus is given by Serber (Ref. 3, equation 9) as follows:

/
(1) . I1Mt---

P(p}dp = 'jJ2 d dp -2
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In this equation, pep) is the probability that a proton will have a momentum

Po + p, where p is the momentum due to the motibn of tho center of mass ofo .

the deuteron and p that duo to tho motion within the deuteron. M is the mass

of the proton, and E.d is the binding energy of the deuteron. The small effect

of the Coulomb deflection of the deuterons and protons in passing through the

target has boen neglected. The experi.mental results given in previous sections

apply to the protons whose trajectories lie within the limited angular ranges

a~itted by the defining slits. The corresponding calculated distributions

. can be.found from Equation (1) by integrating over the appropriate angular

ranges. This integration will be done first for the carbon activation method,.
and then for the photographic plate method.

In the carbon activation method, the vertical angle, 9V) at which the

protons must leav~ the target in order to be detected varies from 6.90 for
othe detector nearest the target to 4.3 for the detector farthest away. For

this range of angles, the momentum distribution is not very sensitive to small

changes in 9v' and the average value of 9v is a fairly good approxirr~tion.

We introduce cartesian coordinates with the z-axis in tho direction of the

deuteron's motion, the x-axis vertical, and the y-aY~s horizontal. In this

system, the x-component of the momentum is given by

(2)

The slit system admits protons whoso trajectories lie within a horizontal

oangle :!: 9h, whero 9h rJ 10 , so that

(3)

The magnitude of the protonls momentum, p, is approximately equal to Po + Pzo

By writing Pz = P - Po in Equation (1) and integrating over Py between the
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limits ± Ph' we find

(4) P(px" p)dp dp ~. x

In this equation, ano. in other oqup.tions which follow" the constant factors

have beon emitted because we are interested only in the shape of the

distribution.

The momentum distribution taken over all hQrizontal angles can be

found from Equation (4) by sotting Ph -?'OO. rEhis gives

)

The momentum distributions given by Equations (4) (with 8h ,., 10°) and (5)

have boen plotted in Fig. 2 for comparison with the experimental data from

the carbon activation method.

In the photographic plate method, the defining slots cut out all the

protens except those leaving the target at avery small horizontal angle.

Thus" we can set Py equal to zero in Equation (1) and get

dpy dp

The vertical angle 8v has the value 2.5° for all of the photographic plates.

The distribution function given by Equation (6) is plotted in Fig. 7 for

comparison with the photographic plate data. Curves are given ev = 2.5°,

and 8v =o.

I
!
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The momontum distribution as calculated from tho opaque model of the

nucleus is given by Serber (Ref. J, equation 18). The integration of this

equation is greatly simplified if we consider protons in the forward direction

only, and in this case wo get

(7) P(p)dp /"V

dp

This distribution is plotted in Fig. 7. Equation (7) gives a slightly more

peaked distribution than the one calculated using a transparent model, but

the difference is snlal1er than the experimental errors, and it is not possible

to say which model gives tho botter agroemont with the experimental data. The

distribution function for the opaque model has not beon worked out in detail

for the carbon activation geometry; but here, too, the difference botween

) the two models appoars to be smaller than tho Gxporimental uncertainty.

The experimental data given in Figs a 2 and 7 have been plotted directly

as a function of radius. The observGd intonsities were multiplied by the

radius in order to take account of the vertical spread of tho protons, (i.e.,

to reduce the results to constant dp ) and the resulting distributions were
z

normalized but no corrections app~ied. In order to bo able to plot the

calculated curves on the samo radius scale, the energy of the protons was

measured for ono value of the radius. Since a relationship betweon tho radius

and the energy was thus establish~d directly, it was not necessary to co~roct

for inhomogeneities in the magnetic field or for raqia1 oscillations of the- ,

deuteron orbits •.. It is, however, necessary to correct for the energy lost

in the targot, and this correction has been applied to all of the calculated

'... ,-._----

\

j

curves. The energy lost from ionization by" a 190 Mev deutoron in passing'through

the 1/16 inch coppor target is about 7 Mev. This loss is shared by the proton

and tho neutron in tho deuteron, but after.the doutoron is broken up, the

ionization 108S is all taken by tho proton. This moans that tho avorage loss
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/ ) by the protons will bo nbout 5 Mev. The coulomb barrier effects discussod

by Sorber account for nn nvorngo energy gnin of 3.5 Mov~ nnd hence the

averago total energy lost by tho protons in pnssing through the target is

r.bout 1.5 l\Cev. 'l'his target loss has beon taken account of by shifting all of

the calculated curves toward the lower end of the radius scale by nn ~ount

oquivnlont to 1.5 Mev.

From Figs. 2 and 7 it is seen thnt the experimontal dist~ibutions arc

in generr.l ngroement with.thoso calculated from the stripping process

describod by Serbor. The experimental data are not good enough to permit us

to mnke a choice botween the transpnrent model and the opaque model.
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

Fig. 6"

Fig. 7.
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f1QURE CAPTJONS'.._00».-.

Arrnngement 6f nppo.r~tus usod with carbon
activation method. Top: Plnn view of cyclotron
sho'liTing carbon detectors in position. M.iddle:
Portion of front view of cyclotron showing carbon
detectors in position just below the dee. Bottom:
Detail showing co.rbon detectors surrounded by lead
shielding.

Distribution measurod with c~rbon detectors.
Ordinate gives numbers of protons in various momontum
intervals. Crosses~ Run 1; circlos, Run 2. 9h =
horizontol anglo nt which trajectory lenves the target.
The curvos are calctuated distributions on the basis
of a transparont nucleus model.

Photographic plnte "sandwich" ..

Photographic plnte shovdng darkening caused by
proton$ and deuterons.

Slit systom usod with photographic pInto method•

Low energy ends of proton tracks (3 rom apochromatic
objoctive lens). Be~ direction is frOm the left~

Distribution moasured with photographic platos.
Ordinate gives numbOr'S of protons in various momentum
intorvals.. Circles, Run 1; crosses, Run 2. 9v =
verti.cal D,nglo c.t which trajoctory lc~v6s the tD,rgot.
The curves arc calculated distributions.
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